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M2: Tools and techniques used to create my website Website Navigational Diagram A website navigational diagram is a flow diagram which shows how users of a website can navigate it. There are 3 main types of website navigational diagrams. A linear website navigational diagram is more suited for websites where a user goes from page to page without being able to backtrack from the next page. An example of a linear website would be an online survey website which features a survey which goes over multiple web pages. Below is an image which shows what a linear navigational diagram looks like.



A hierarchy navigational diagram is a flow diagram where each of the web pages branch off from one key home page. An example of a website that would use a hierarchy navigational diagram would be a website which contains online documentation. Online documentation would likely have a homepage and separate web pages about each key part of the documentation. Below is an image which shows what a hierarchy navigational diagram looks like.



The last type of website navigational diagram is the matrix navigational diagram which is a flow diagram where you can access each webpage from any webpage on the website. Below is the Matrix navigational diagram for my website for my game. Home
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Videos/Screenshots



Game Info



Buy Now/Contact Me



Interactivity Tools Audio/Visual Elements Audio/visual elements are parts of a website which contain audio and visual imagery. Examples of this include animated web banners, videos and photo galleries. These can give more detail to web pages that words by themselves could not explain by themselves. For example, with my website for my game I used gameplay videos to show what my game looked like and images of the games characters to help explain who they are. Animation Animation is an illusion of movement which is made by playing a series of pictures or frames one by one very quickly. Some websites use animation to make their website look more aesthetically pleasing. These usually come in the form of animated logos and animated web banners. In my website for my game I used animation in the form of an animated web banner as an SWF file, which is at the top of each of my web pages as shown below. This comes under both Audio and Visual Elements as the SWF file plays audio because the animation uses sound effects and it is a visual animation.



My other key audio and visual element of my website is my video playlist. It shows gameplay of the 5 levels of my game as well as the trailer for my game. The videos give people a better understanding of what my game is about and what it looks like to play. This is good as it might leave an impression on the people who watch it and make them want to play it too. Ensuring compliance with the W3C The W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) is a company which develops standards for websites on the World Wide Web. They develop numerous protocols and guidelines that website developers should follow when making a website. They make these guidelines so that hardware manufacturers and software producers can ensure that their hardware and software work on all web technologies. Since I do not intend to put my game website on the World Wide Web my website does not need to



comply with W3C standards, however if I was going to put it on the world wide web I would need to modify it so that it did comply with their regulations. Meta tagging A meta tag is a html tag for a website which describes the key features of a website. Meta tags can either be single words or phrases or can be one or two sentences. This information is checked by search engines and if a user searches for a word or phrase which has been meta tagged to your website then it will appear on one of the search results pages. Since I do not plan on putting my website on the World Wide Web then I do not need to put any meta tags on my website. However if I was I would likely put some of the following words: Kaijus, Spaaaaaaaaaace, arcade game, space exploration marine, graks, etc. Cascading Style Sheets Cascading Style Sheets are lists of coding which hold certain information about web pages and are used by website designers to modify their web pages. For example they hold information about the colour, sizes and fonts of your text as well as the sizes of your images and tables which are on a website. Web designers can adjust their Cascading Style Sheets to make changes to the layout of their webpages. I did not use any Cascading Style Sheets in my website; instead I applied everything to the source code of the web pages. Below is an image of what a cascading style sheet looks like.



D2: Techniques that can be used on web pages to aid user access to information Use of audio and visual elements Audio and visual elements are any part of a website which features audio and visual imagery. These can range from background music, image slideshows or video playlists. These can be used to aid user access to information because using these elements can tell people what a certain part of a website is about. For example a range of images will clearly show what a webpage is about and can arguably say more than words alone. Also if there is an image for a button saying “click here to view information on the population of Fareham” then this will clearly show the user what information they can obtain by clicking this button. A good example of use of audio elements to aid user access to user information is voice overs which are played on webpages. Audio can be added to features such as web banners and animated logos to get the users attention or it could simply be a voice saying “click the banner to view this information”. They can also be used with adverts, for example on YouTube they will play a video which counts as both an audio and visual element. The advert might say something like “click here to view this information”. From this the user knows that they can click on the advert to view the information that it is advertising. Animation Animation is an illusion of movement which is used to show a short video. Websites can use animation to grab people’s attention and tell them what each part of the website is about. For example by using animation, a button can contain more information than just a static image. With an animated image with multiple frames it can change the information it displays to show more information which will give the user more information and likely make it easier to point out the information they are likely looking for. Meta tagging A meta tag is a html tag which can be put on a website which is used to define the website in a few short phrases or words. These will help a user gain access to information because a web designer can tag their website with words that define the information it contains. When a user searches one of these words their website will likely come up in the search results of their search engine. In short, by using relevant meta tags, this will make it easier for a user to view a website which contains the information they need. Ensuring compliance with the W3C The W3C are a company which set rules and guidelines for websites which are to be put on the World Wide Web. They make these guidelines so that hardware manufacturers and software producers can ensure that their hardware and software work on all web technologies. Therefore by complying with the W3C, a website will be easier to view on the internet since it should be using these hardware and software technologies which a wide range of people, if not everyone should be able to view.



Cascading Style Sheets Cascading style sheets are lists of codes which are used to define and modify webpages. These can be used to make access of information easier. For example by using CSS you can move certain parts of the website. For example buttons and images that are important can be moved higher up the webpage which will make it easier for users to view as it will be one of the first things they see when they load the webpage. CSS can also be used to change the text on webpages to a text that is easier to read, therefore users won’t have any problems being unable to read the text.
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